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Digital casualties: challenges for digital art preservation 
Born digital art is fundamentally art produced and mediated by a computer. It is an art 
form within the more general “media art” category (Paul, 2008a; Paul, 2008b; Depocas et 
al., 2003; Grau, 2007; Lieser, 2010) and includes software art, computer-mediated 
installations, Internet art and other heterogeneous art types. 
The boundaries of digital art are particularly fluid, as it merges art, science and 
technology to a great extent. The technological landscape in which digital art is created 
and used challenges its long term accessibility, the potentiality of its integrity, and the 
likelihood that it will retain authenticity over time. Digital objects – including digital 
artworks – are fragile and susceptible to technological change. We must act to keep 
digital art alive, but there are practical problems associated with its preservation, 
documentation, access, function, context and meaning. Preservation risks for digital art 
are real: they are technological but also social, organizational and cultural
1
.
Digital and media artworks have challenged “traditional museological approaches to 
documentation and preservation because of their ephemeral, documentary, technical, and 
multi-part nature” (Rinehart, 2007b, p. 181). The technological environment in which 
digital art lives is constantly changing, and this fast change makes it very difficult to 
preserve this kind of artwork. All art changes. And these changes can occur at art object 
level and at context level. In most circumstances this change is very slow, but in digital 
art this isn’t the case anymore because it is happening so quickly, due to the pace of 
technological development. 
Surely the increased pace of technological development has more implications than just 
things happening faster. Digital art, in particular, questions many of the most fundamental 
assumptions of the art world: What is it a work of art in the digital age? What should be 
retained for the future? Which aspects of a given work can be changed and which must 
remain fixed for the work to retain the artist’s intent? How do museums collect and 
preserve? Is a digital work as fragile as its weakest components? What is ownership? 
What is the context of digital art? What is a viewer
2
? It is not feasible for the arts
community to preserve over the centuries working original equipment and software. And 
1
 See for example the work done in the DRAMBORA (Digital Repository Audit Method Based On Risk 
Assessment), created and developed by DigitalPreservationEurope and the UK Digital Curation Centre, 
see http:/www.repositoryaudit.eu/, accessed 06/08/2012. Among other benefits, using this tool allows to 
build a detailed catalogue of prioritized pertinent risks, categorized according to type and inter-risk 
relationships, that includes not only technical but also for example organizational and legal risks, in 
relation to the organization’s mission, objectives, activities and assets. See (Innocenti et al., 2008). 
2
 The artist creates the context, the platform, the set of rules by which the viewer participates and often 
produces. But in an increasing number of cases in media art, the viewer is not only a human but also an 
artificial agent, a software interpreting the artist work. 
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industry has no incentive to reproduce old parts or to make current parts backwards 
compatible. Furthermore, as Richard Rinehart noted, due to lack of formal documentation 
methods and the goal to bypass traditional art world's values and practices, media art 
works are “becoming victims to their own volatile intent” (Rinehart, 2007b, p. 181). 
Museums have long played a critical role in the creation and transmission of knowledge, 
culture and identity (Bennett, 2009; Knell et al., 2007). As they undergo a metamorphosis 
from the physical to the virtual, museums continue to serve this custodial role, although 
their nature and reach might be very different in the future. In particular, as museums 
invest in collecting digital works, they come to recognize that these works are fragile and 
may require substantial continued investment in finance and effort to keep them 
accessible over time. 
Long term accessibility of digital art: previous work 
Digital art may seem less physical than traditional art. But as novelist Bruce Sterling 
noted, “very little materiality, is very, very far from no materiality at all.” (Stirling, 2003, 
p. 15) The bitstream might be composed by numbers, but the device – the computer – has 
similar conservation problems as a painting (e.g. humidity, heat, physical damage), plus a 
whole set of new ones. 
Digital preservation is not only about keeping the bits that we use to represent 
information, but to keep these bits alive, as an ongoing activity to ensure recurring value 
and performance of digital objects, including digital artworks. As Seamus Ross clarified, 
digital preservation is about “maintaining the semantic meaning of the digital object and 
its content, about maintaining its provenance and authenticity, about retaining its 
interrelatedness, and about securing information about the context of its creation and use” 
(Ross, 2007, p. 2). Conservation and restoration are relevant, however they are part of a 
larger group of activities to ensure longevity for digital objects: collection and repository 
management, selection and appraisal, destruction, risk management, preserving the 
context, interpretation and functionality of objects, ensuring a collection’s cohesion and 
interoperability, enhancement, updating and annotating, scalability and automation; 
storage technologies and methods.  
In the last decades, much work has been done towards establishing the long-term 
accessibility of electronic, media and digital art, as well as documenting media and digital 
art in order to keep it accessible in the future. Some of the key projects and initiatives in 
this area were started already in the 1970s (for example, the Electronic Art Intermix 
[EAI] and the Netherlands Media Art Institute [NIMk], Montevideo/Time Based Arts) 
and further initiatives developed through the following decades, including V2, Matters in 
Media Art, Forging the Future and DOCAM
3
.
3
 For more information on the Electronic Art Intermix (EAI) see: http://www.eai.org/index.htm, accessed 
08.06.2012; for the Netherlands Media Art Institute NIMk, Montevideo/Time Based Arts,  see: 
http://www.nimk.nl/, accessed 06/08/2012. Further  projects and initiatives developed over the last 
decades are:  Independent Media Arts Preservation (IMAP), since 1999, see: http://www.imappreserve.org/,
accessed 06/09/2012. International Network for Conservation of Contemporary Art (INCCA), since 1999, see:
http://www.incca.org/, accessed 06/09/2012. Variable Media Network, 2000-2004, see: http://www.variablemedia.net/, accessed 06/09/2012. AktiveArchive Project, 2001-2009, see: shttp://www.aktivearchive.ch/content/projekte.php,
accessed 06/09/2012.
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These projects and initiatives have contributed to raising awareness on some of the 
challenges of digital art preservation, examine media and digital art works, explore some 
specific documentation aspects, and initiate collaborations with other institutions. 
Nevertheless, much of this work has been survey-like and not particularly well-founded 
from either a theoretical or methodological perspective. So far, the theoretical aspects of 
the problem of digital art preservation and curation have been examined without much 
grounding particularly in experimentation, and not responding to the theoretical and 
methodological dilemmas posed by digital art (e.g. transience, emergence, and lack of 
fixity). Also the long term preservation of documentation for digital art has not yet been 
systematically addressed. Documentation for digital art is at risk as much as digital 
artworks themselves, and needs sustainable business and organisational models to be 
preserved in the long term. 
It is evident that digital art is a new phenomenon that requires a new suite of 
methodologies. 
An interdisciplinary methodological approach to the preservation of digital art 
The goal of the research project Preserving Computer-Generated Imagery: Art Theory, 
Methods and Experimental Applications
4
 that I am conducting at the University of 
Glasgow is to contribute to laying the foundations for a preservation framework of digital 
art and identifying interdisciplinary synergies with areas such as digital preservation, 
philosophy of art, museology, archival science and information management. Digital art 
is after all data designed to be constructed (represented, viewed, experienced) in 
particular ways, whose theoretical implications need consideration. The methodology that 
I have chosen to take is bottom up, to try to understand how digital art works. That is: I 
am starting with the works, the conservators and the creators. So I have decided to adopt a 
two-step approach, described below: onsite visits to major international collectors of 
                                                                                                                                                   Archiving the Avant-Garde: Documenting and Preserving Variable Media Art, 2002-2010, see: 
http://www.bampfa.berkeley.edu/about/avantgarde, accessed 06/09/2012.   404 Object Not Found. What remains of Media Art?, 2003. Sadly this project is no longer 
available online. A project description is at http://nimk.nl/eng/404-object-not-found-what-remains-
of-media-art.  V2_ Capturing Unstable Media, 2003, see: http://capturing.projects.v2.nl/, accessed 06/11/2012.  Matters in Media Art: collaborating towards the care of time-based media, since 2003; see: 
http://www.tate.org.uk/about/projects/matters-media-art, accessed 06/11/2012.  packed.be, since 2003; see: http://www.packed.be/, accessed 06/11/2012.   PANIC (Preservation web services Architecture for New media and Interactive Collections), since 
2003; this project website is being preserved by the National Library of Australia at 
http://pandora.nla.gov.au/tep/49720, accessed 06/11/2012.   Inside Installation Project, 2004-2007, see: http://www.inside-installations.org/home/index.php, 
accessed 06/11/2012.  40yearsvideoart.de, 2004-2006, see: http://www.40jahrevideokunst.de/main.php?p=3, accessed 
06/11/2012.  Ludwig Boltzmann Institut - Medien.Kunst.Forschung, 2005-2009, see: 
http://media.lbg.ac.at/de/index.php, accessed 06/11/2012.  Forging the Future: New Tools for Variable Media Preservation, 2007-2008, see: http://forging-
the-future.net/, accessed 06/11/2012.  DOCAM - Documentation and Conservation of the Media Arts Heritage project, 2005-2009, see: 
http://www.docam.ca/, accessed 06/11/2012. 
4
 Some aspects of my research have been published in (Innocenti, 2010). 
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digital art and in-depth interviews with their staff; and experimentation with testbeds to 
assess preservation methods and processes.  
I am using a mixed method of humanistic, social science and engineering approaches, 
described below. 
The humanistic element of it is the art history element, and the reflection on what is a 
work of art in the digital age and what is the context of digital art. I am presenting some 
‘Reflections on authenticity and longevity for digital art’ in the following section of this 
paper, ideas which have been further shaped by my social science approach mentioned 
below. 
Social science approach 
From a social science perspective I have visited and talked with some of the most 
important collectors of digital art conducting a whole series of interviews, which have 
provided me a window on the practices of different organisations which are working with 
digital art. I have borrowed methods from anthropology and grounded theory. 
Ethnography has become a common feature in social studies of scientific knowledge and 
technology, in particular thanks to Stephen Woolgar (Woolgar, 1996; Cooper et al., 
1995). In my ethnographic process of observation of digital art, I am looking at key 
digital art organizations and how they are collecting, curating, preserving, displaying, and 
financing digital art. I am conducting onsite in-depth interviews, visits and observations 
because what I am told is sometimes at variance with what is being done.  The 
organizations that I am targeting and selecting for my case studies are major international 
collectors of digital artworks and digital art documentation. I visited ZKM | Media 
Museum at the ZKM | Center for Art and Media Karlsruhe (Germany), Ars Electronica 
Centre – AEC (Linz, Austria), The Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden 
(Washington D.C., USA), Smithsonian American Art Museum and Lunder Conservation 
Center (Washington D.C., USA), Museum of Modern Art in San Francisco – SFMOMA 
(San Francisco, USA), Berkeley Art Museum – BAM (Berkeley, USA), Museum of 
Modern Art – MOMA (New York, USA), Whitney Museum of American Art (New 
York, USA), and the Netherlands Media Art Institute – NIMk (Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands).  
The complexity of maintaining the object longevity and the myriad of change that can 
occur over time means that we need to talk with organizations that have decades of 
experiences to understand what needs to be done in this area. Interviews with 
stakeholders of digital art preservation (museum directors, conservators, curators, 
registrars, technicians) are a new approach in this area. I have also conducted interviews 
and observations with selected digital artists (John Gerrard, Studio Azzurro, Maurice 
Benayoun) for an additional analysis of relevant aspects of preservation for digital 
artworks. 
Engineering approach 
Preservation for computer-based art is more than just a question of trying to understand 
about the problem. We also need to take a little bit of time to see what might be possible 
because – as I have concluded after my first visit at ZKM that preservation and curation 
of digital art is as much an art historical problem, as it is an engineering problem. One of 
the fundamental challenges in the preservation of digital art is that the work of the 
conservators tends to be ad hoc. It is also based upon responsiveness to unique situations 
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and not constructed on a body of theory and practice, as other aspects of art management 
and restoration tend to be. This should hardly surprise us, thought, as digital art is a new 
phenomenon. So in the second phase of my investigation I decided to design engineering 
experiments to advance the understanding of the processes and methods by which digital 
art can be preserved and handled. For example to preserve digital objects, we need to be 
able to extract essential characteristics – the significant properties (see for example 
Guttenbrunner et al., 2010; Hedstrom & Lee, 2002) – of the digital object from a file, to 
decide whether approaches such as migration and emulation will work for maintaining 
digital objects in accessible form. This is a new approach to research in this area.  
Reflections on authenticity and longevity of digital art 
Two aspects emerged from the first phase of my investigation strike me as key for digital 
art preservation: the intrinsic performing nature of digital art, and the dynamic nature of 
digital art authenticity. 
Digital art as a process of components interactions 
The ability to establish authenticity in a digital object is crucial for its preservation 
(Ross, 2002). Even if the concept of authenticity is highly nuanced in the digital age, it is 
still a starting point for discussion about digital art. But to talk about authenticity we need 
to look at how digital art is created and rendered. For example, the image of the work 
Bubbles (2001) by Muench and Furukawa (Fig. 1), is a process of interaction of many 
components: for this example particularly, the file in which the data matrix representing 
the image is stored, and the software capable of interpreting and rendering this data form. 
If we were to explore this example in full, we would also need to discuss the hardware, 
the data projector, the screen, and the relationships (including intended effects) that all 
this has with the viewer. 
 
 
Figure 1: Muench and Furukawa, Bubbles, 2001, ZKM | Media Museum. © ZKM | Center for Art and Media 
Karlsruhe 
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Digital art as performance  
This interaction of components leads me to think that all digital art is a performance, and 
more than a performance between the viewer and the object.  
In this particular instance, the performance that I am actually talking about is the 
performance of the work. Because a digital artwork consists of a set of code, and for the 
artwork to become, it must be performed. Before the viewer interacts with the digital 
artwork, this process of becoming has to occur. For example in the case of John Gerrard’s 
3D real time work Grow Finish Unit (near Elkhart, Kansas) (2008), the algorithm 
developed by Gerrard needs to be performed in order for the work itself – the real time 
3D – to come to life. 
This problem isn’t actually unique to digital art. For example, within the AktiveArchive 
project, Johanna Phillips and Johannes Gfeller wrote interesting reflections about 
reconstruction and well-informed re-performances of video art (Phillips, 2009; Gfeller, 
2009)
5
. But in the field of digital art, it is nearly another construct. Some very 
groundbreaking work in the documentation of performances has been done by Richard 
Rinehart, former digital media artist and director of the UC Berkeley Art Museum/Pacific 
Film Archive. Rinehart produced a promising theoretical approach based on a formal 
notation system for digital and media art creation, documentation and preservation: the 
Media Art Notation System (MANS) (Rinehart, 2007b). He compared media art to the 
performative arts, because media art works do not exist in a stable medium, and are 
inherently variable and computational. Their preservation is thus an interpretive act. 
Given the similar variability of music and media arts, Rinehart considers as appropriate a 
mechanism like a musical score for binding the integrity of media art works apart from 
specific instruments. 
Instantiations, authenticities and documentation in digital art 
Considering digital art as performance leads to some interesting reflections about its 
instantiations.  
As Seamus Ross observed, the "first renderings of digital objects might best be referred 
to as an initial ‘representation or instantiation’. The problem is: how can we record the 
functionality and behaviour as well as the content of that Initial Instantiation (II) so that 
we can validate subsequent instantiations? Where Subsequent Instantiations (SI) share 
precision of resemblance in content, functionality, and behaviour with the initial 
instantiations, the ‘SIs’ can be said to have the same authenticity and integrity as the ‘IIs’ 
(Ross, 2006). This notion of precision of resemblance is intended to reflect the fact that 
initial instantiations of digital objects and subsequent ones will not be precisely the same, 
but will have a degree of sameness. This degree of sameness will vary overtime – in fact 
in the case of digital objects it is likely to decline as the distance between the initial 
instantiation and each subsequent one becomes greater, although this degree of variation 
may be mitigated by such circumstances as for example the frequency at which the digital 
object is instantiated. So each time a digital work of art is instantiated, it has a greater or 
lesser precision of resemblance to the initial instantiation, which the artist created. The 
subsequent instantiations represent with greater or lesser degrees of accuracy the 
intentionality of the artist. Whether they have greater or lesser degrees of authenticity is a 
separate but fundamentally important question and need to be considered in the context 
                                                 
5
 Some useful reflections are also published in Hermens & Fiske (2001).  
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of, for example, the authenticity of performances. The UNESCO Guidelines for the 
Preservation of Digital Heritage mentions the question of assessing an acceptable level of 
variance of such instantiations (National Library of Australia & UNESCO, 2003, § 16.7) . 
This was also more recently highlighted by Richard Rinehart, in relation to the ecological 
balance of changes in the technological environment of digital art
6
.  
The intrinsic performing nature of digital artworks makes them allographic rather than 
autographic works, along the distinction described by Nelson Goodman (Goodman, 
1969)
7
. So I would like to draw a parallel between the instantiation of the code in a digital 
work, and the instantiation of the notation in a music performance, as described by John 
Butt (2002) and Dennis Dutton (2003).  
We often assume that music notation is a rigid set of instructions. In reality, sometimes 
notation is the result of performance, sometimes it is a reminder, and sometimes it is just 
an example. There is no single process from notation to performance. The notation is 
going in all directions, with a complex relationship between sender and receiver. In his 
seminal book Playing with history: the historical approach to musical performance (Butt, 
2003), John Butt has questioned whether “authenticity” is still an appropriate term for 
music performance given that, in performance terms, it tends to condemn its negative to a 
sort of fake status. In music, partly through Butt’s effort, we now tend to use the term 
“historically informed performance”. In his reflection on nominal authenticity in the arts, 
Dutton writes, “the best attitude towards authenticity in music performance is that in 
which careful attention is paid to the historic conventions and limitations of a composer’s 
age, but where one also tries to determine the artistic potential of a musical work, 
including implicit meanings that go beyond the understanding that the composer’s age 
might have derived from it.” (Dutton, 2003) 
The dynamic notion of authenticity of digital art might seem to be in contrast with the 
notion of material authenticity that has been constructed for historical artworks. If we 
look at authenticity in object conservation in museums, authenticity is a term associated 
with the original material components and process in an object, and its authorship or 
intention. For example, in his critique of traditional conservation ethics, Jonathan Kemp 
describes “authenticity in the sense of ‘original material’, traditionally one aspect of an 
object charged with the assignation of a ‘truth value’ that legitimizes some aesthetic 
experiences.” (Kemp, 2009, pp. 60-61) However these conservation principles are 
socially constructed processes mediated by technology-based practices, whereas the 
object keeps changing: it deteriorates, its context might change, and the way that it is 
conserved and re-displayed will change. The role of conservators and of museums also 
changes over time. Therefore the conservators are caught between reconciling fidelity to 
the original artist intention, and fidelity to the passage of time. Joseph Grigely also argued 
that any work of art is subject to a “continuous and discontinuous transience” (Grigely, 
1995, p. 1), that is integral to its authenticity. This means that any work of art – I shall 
                                                 
6
 Perla Innocenti, Interview on curation and digital preservation of time-based/media art of with Richard 
Rinehart, Berkeley Art Museum (BAM), 25 March 2010). In Rinehart’s recent presentation , “Artworks as 
Variability Machines”  at the Second Symposium on the Preservation of Complex Objects: Software Art, 
JISC-funded POCOS Project, 11 October 2011, Glasgow, this concept was further discussed (see also 
Rick Rinehart and Jon Ippolito’s forthcoming book, Re-collection: New Media and Social Memory, MIT 
Press, 2013 (http://re-collection.net/). 
7
 In the chapter on “Art and Authenticity”, Goodman distinguishes between two basic kinds of artworks, 
based on the relationships between and artwork and its copies. In the chapter “The Unfakable”, Goodman 
mentions that in autographic works, such as artworks, even the most accurate copy is not considered 
authentic, whereas in allographic works such as musical performances there are many possible alternative 
versions of a composition, all of which might be considered authentic. 
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add including digital art – is not fixed in a single point in time, but it is rather in a 
“continuous state of becoming”, as Heather MacNeil and Bonnie Mak elegantly pointed 
out (MacNeil & Mak, 2007, p. 33). Like in Penelope’s tale, conservators are actively 
constructing and reconstructing the authenticity of a work based on their understanding of 
its nature and the current conventions and assumptions for conserving it. 
These reflections on instantiations and authenticity led my attention to the concept of 
authenticity in electronic records. As Jennifer Trant noted, “archives have been 
challenged to manage electronic records as evidence for several decades […]” (Trant, 
2009, p. 373). Like art conservators, archivists and record keepers are concerned with 
issues of fidelity. The trustworthiness of a record rests primarily on its fidelity to the 
original event, from which the record arises. The concept of provenance – a well-
documented chain of custody – is thus a fundamental archival principle, which helps 
establishing authenticity
8
.
This has parallels with my reflections on instantiations of digital artworks. If we look at 
computer-based art from the point of view of performance and archival authenticity, what 
is then really important is a trustworthy chain of documentary evidence about the work 
genuine origins, custody, and ownership in the museum collection. Authenticity is not an 
original condition, but it is rather a dynamic process. Digital artworks are pushing the 
boundaries of traditional conservation practices and the notion of historicity. For 
example, let’s look at the ongoing preservation strategy devised within the Digital Art 
Conservation project
9
 for the interactive media art work The Legible City, 1989-1991
(Fig. 2) in the ZKM | Media Museum. This strategy could be seen as the equivalent of 
rewriting an older music score to adapt it to a modern or different instrument. On one 
hand, this iconic interactive installation is based on proprietary, work-specific software; 
on the other, it uses obsolete hardware and custom-made components. Such combination 
makes the preservation of Legible City a costly and risky business, both for the price of 
maintaining its Indigo 2 computer (no longer produced by Silicon Graphics) and because 
of the potential weak point represented by its specially-built analog-digital transformer. 
Conservators at ZKM examined, documented and created a fully-functional replica of this 
transformer (the interactivity intended as part of the installation was also recorded), and 
software porting to another operating system is currently being evaluated by the ZKM as 
a more sustainable long-term preservation solution for the Indigo 2 computer .  
Some conservators and curators might argue that the replacement of the historical 
software and transformer challenges the historicity and originality of the artwork. 
However, digital art collectors need to come to terms with the fact that it will not be 
possible to guarantee forever original working equipment: in order to be kept alive, digital 
artworks will need to be adapted to a new technology
10
. This artwork at ZKM is in the
8
 In archives authenticity is “the quality of being genuine, not counterfeit, and free from tampering, and is 
typically inferred from internal and external evidence, including its physical characteristics, structure, 
content, and context.” See: The Society of American Archivists (SAA), A Glossary of Archival and 
Records Teminology, available online at: 
http://www.archivists.org/glossary/term_details.asp?DefinitionKey=9, accessed 06/11/2012. In terms of 
evidence, “provenance is a fundamental principle of archives”, defined as “information regarding the 
origins, custody, and ownership of an item or collection.” See: The Society of American Archivists 
(SAA), A Glossary of Archival and Records Terminology, available online at: 
http://www.archivists.org/glossary/term_details.asp?DefinitionKey=196, accessed 06/11/2012.   
9
 Digital Art Conservation, 2011, ZKM | Center for Art and Media Case Study: Jeffrey Shaw, The Legible 
City. http:/www02.zkm.de/digitalartconservation/index.php/en/exhibitions/zkm-exhibition/nnnnnjeffrey-
shaw.html, accessed 06/11/2012. 
10
 Perla Innocenti, Interview on digital preservation on media art of with Dr. Bernhard Serexhe, ZKM | 
Media Museum, Karlsruhe, 12 August 2008. 
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state of becoming. This idea of becoming is clearly referenced in the work of Heather 
McNeil Bonnie and Mak about constructions of authenticity, and this goes back to the 
notion that digital art becomes, which I mentioned earlier. Digital works are in a state of 
evolution. 
 
 
Figure 2: Jeffrey Shaw, The Legible City, 1989-1991, ZKM | Media Museum. © ZKM | Center for Art and Media 
Karlsruhe 
Cultural institutions and cross-domain collaborations in digital preservation 
Digital preservation is characterized by a wide range of activities to ensure longevity for 
digital objects, as mentioned at the beginning of this paper. It is thus an interdisciplinary 
area, in which diverse disciplines – for example archival science, library science, 
information management, computer forensics – are converging to support organisations in 
making their digital assets available to future users. The results of my research on digital 
art preservation suggest the potential benefits of cross-domain digital preservation 
partnerships and collaborations between cultural institutions.  
The term ‘cultural institution’ can be characterized by a number of specific features: 
the presence of a collection, offered to users within the frame of a systematic, continuous, 
organized knowledge structure and encompassed by scholarship, information and 
thought. Cultural institutions typically address public knowledge and memory, in a 
culture of inquiry and learning, and with interdisciplinary dynamic connections. They 
also deal with the need to create a coherent narrative, a story of who we are and what our 
cultural, historical and social contexts are. In modern Western society, cultural 
institutions include but are not limited to museums, libraries, archives (sometimes jointly 
defined as LAMs – Libraries Archives and Museums; see Zorich et al. (2008)), galleries, 
and other heritage and cultural organizations. 
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Their histories are often intertwined, although their interrelations have not always led 
to a consolidated path of collaboration. For example, although often originating as unified 
‘universal museums’, museums and libraries have developed separate institutional 
contexts and distinct cultures. Jennifer Trant noted how philosophies and policies of 
museums, archives and libraries now reflect their different approach to interpreting, 
collecting, preserving and providing access to objects in their care (Trant, 2009). Liz 
Bishoff remarked that “libraries believe in resource sharing, are committed to freely 
available information, value the preservation of collections, and focus on access to 
information. Museums believe in preservation of collections, often create their identity 
based on these collections, are committed to community education, and frequently 
operate in a strongly competitive environment” (Bishoff, 2004). In the last century policy-
makers have attempted to group and bridge these communities of practices through “their 
similar role as part of the informal educational structures supported by the public, and 
their common governance” (Trant, 2009, p. 369).  
Such commonalities are increasingly important to the sustainability of museums, 
libraries and public cultural institutions in a globalized world. The International 
Federation of Libraries Association (IFLA) remarked that museums and libraries are 
often natural partners for collaboration and cooperation (Yarrow et al. 2008). One of the 
IFLA groups, Libraries, Archives, Museums, Monuments & Sites (LAMMS) , unites the 
five international organisations for cultural heritage, IFLA (libraries), ICA (archives), 
ICOM (museums), ICOMOS (monuments and sites) and CCAAA (audiovisual archives), 
to intensify cooperation in areas of common interest. In this context, a study in the United 
States observed that “collaboration may enable [...] museums and libraries to strengthen 
their public standing, improve their services and programs, and better meet the needs of a 
larger and more diverse cross–sections of learners” (Institute of Museum and Library 
Services (U.S.), 2004, p. 9). Archives were often a virtuous third player in museum and 
library collaborations. For example Rick Reinhart with Tim Hoyer secured a grant 
application from California Digital Library to the Institute of Museum and Library 
Services, National Leadership Program for a project integrating museums, libraries and 
archives access in the Online Archive of California (Rinehart, 2007a; Rinehart, 2003)
11
.
Some studies of museum and library collaborations
12
 have highlighted the benefits of
joining forces and resources in a variety of areas, including but not limited to library 
activities and programmes related to museum exhibits; travelling museum exhibitions 
hosted in libraries; links between web-based resources in library and museum websites; 
library programmes including passes to museums; collaborative digitization and digital 
library projects enhancing access to resources in both museums and libraries; 
collaborative initiatives to bring in authors as speakers; museum and library partnerships 
with other cultural and educational organizations. Partnerships in digital preservation 
research, practical applications and training would be a natural and mutually benefiting 
addition to such portfolio of collaborations, as shown by the few but slowly increasing 
number of partnerships in this area
13
.
11
 For further examples see also Timms (2009) and Rodger et al. (2011). 
12
 See for example: Gibson et al. (2007); Zorich et al. (2008); Yarrow et al. (2008). 
13
 See for example the partnerships of libraries, museums and archives (such as the stewardship strategy and 
three-year action plan for SEMLAC, The North East collections care scheme  and the ALM strategy for 
archive, library and museum collections) mentioned in Walker (2006). For On The North East Collections 
care scheme see also Hingley (2009). For preservation training initiatives, the EU-funded collaborative 
DigCurV project (http://www.digcur-education.org/) is addressing the availability of vocational training 
for digital curators in the library, archive, museum and cultural heritage sectors. 
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The fruitful convergence between museums and libraries faces a number of challenges 
with respect to their different mission, culture, organizational and funding structure. The 
nature of this collaboration can be multifaceted and varied, and the terminology itself is 
interpreted with diverse meanings, in particular regarding the degree of intensity of the 
collaboration and its transformational capacity, as noted by Hannah Gibson, Anne Morris 
and Marigold Cleeve
14
 and by Betsy Diamant-Cohen and Dina Sherman
15
. However the 
numerous opportunities for improving access to collections and leveraging funding seem 
worth the challenge, also for partnerships in digital preservation. 
Conclusions: for a dynamic preservation model of digital art 
With this paper, I hope to stimulate discussions about current and future approaches for 
digital art preservation, and contribute to the interdisciplinary foundations of a scientific 
framework for digital art preservation.   
Authenticity – as MacNeil and Mak clearly pointed out – is a social construct, whose 
parameters and contents are always changing and under negotiation. Authenticity allows 
us to author stability in our disciplines. The current fast-paced digital environment defies 
the traditional structures of stability that have been authored for traditional art. Therefore 
our approach to digital artworks should be variable and digital object responsive, with a 
level of variability tolerance to match digital art intrinsic variability and dynamic 
authenticity, as outlined in this paper. The designated community for whom we are 
preserving should also be identified, together with the modality of restaging digital works 
and of preserving the related digital documentation. In conclusion, if conservation for 
digital art is a moving target, then our scientific methodology should be a moving gun. 
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